Functional domains of the human glucocorticoid receptor.
Human glucocorticoid receptor (hGR) produced in CV-1 cells via transfection of an hGR expression vector functions as a necessary and sufficient factor for the transcriptional activation of the MTV-CAT fusion gene. The magnitude of the induction (500-1000 fold) reveals that the hGR may act as a transcriptional "switch," converting a silent promoter containing a glucocorticoid response element to an activated state. Stimulation of transcription of the MTV-CAT gene fusion by hGR is not dependent on transcriptional factors that are limiting in CV-1 cells. Characterization of 27 insertional mutants of the hGR allowed the location of at least four functional domains, two of which correspond to the predicted DNA- and steroid-binding domains. The other two domains are referred to as tau (tau) for their potent effects on transcription. This raises the possibility that other regions in the receptor are necessary for full transcriptional activation but are not specifically involved in steroid or DNA binding.